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Abstract
A number of commentaries have been published over the past 4 years by the present author on the manifest flaws in the reference
case value assessment framework of the Ins�tute for Economic and Clinical Reviews. The recent release of a dra� evidence report on
sickle cell disease gave an opportunity, as part of the public comment process, to a�empt to ascertain ICER’s views on the cri�cisms
of their commitment to construc�ng imaginary worlds and the applica�on of EQ-5D u�li�es to construct QALYs. A series of detailed
ques�ons to ICER were submi�ed. ICER’s response indicated quite clearly that they were not interested in any cri�que of the merits of
their reference case methodology. Their argument was quite simple: it’s what everyone else does. They apparently had no concept of
the role of the scien�fic method, hypothesis  tes�ng,  or of the dubious role  of health technology assessment in focusing on the
fabrica�on of ‘approximate informa�on’. The purpose of this brief working paper is to review ICER’s responses and to emphasize,
once again, the absurdity of their value assessments. 
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Introduc�on

Evade:  to take refuge in escape or avoidance (Merriam Webster)

Over the past few years the Ins�tute for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) has a�empted to insinuate itself as the principal arbiter
for value assessments in the US. The ICER business model is built around the construc�on of life�me imaginary simula�ons which
claim to provide a framework relevant to health system decision makers concerned with pricing and access for pharmaceu�cal
products and devices. As detailed in previous commentaries the ICER modeling approach fails to meet the standards of normal
science; the discovery of new facts proceeds 3. It is best characterized as pseudoscience (i.e., bunk). Construc�ng imaginary worlds to
support pricing and access recommenda�ons has certainly characterized health technology assessment of the past 30 plus years.
Indeed, the Interna�onal Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR), makes clear that it is not interested in
hypothesis  tes�ng or  the discovery  of  new facts  in treatment impact.  ISPOR sees its  principal role in  genera�ng ‘approximate
informa�on’. Imaginary world evidence, created by its focus on life�me incremental cost-per-QALY models and willingness to pay
thresholds, in contrast to real world evidence where meaningful claims for therapy impact and quality of life in disease areas can be
evaluated from pa�ent-centric evidence pla�orms. 

The purpose of this commentary is to present a rebu�al to ICER’s response to ques�ons raised under the public comment umbrella
in sickle cell disease 1 . The ques�ons relate to the ICER dra� evidence report on sickle cell disease released on 23 January 2020 2

with ICER’s public comment responses released on 13 March 2020. While it is unusual for responses to responses to be pursued, in
this case the responses by ICER could be interpreted as self-serving as they miss the intent of the ques�ons raised. A clarifica�on is in
order. 

Playing in the Sandbox

Sandbox: a shallow box or hollow in the ground partly filled with sand for children to play in (Oxford Dic�onaries)

It is not the intent here to dissuade ICER from con�nuing to fabricate imaginary value assessment frameworks for products and
devices.  Clearly,  if  the  past  30  years  is  any  guide,  many  academics  and  consultants  have  gained  gain  considerable  pleasure
(promo�ons and income flows) from such constructs. A�er all, there is no way imaginary claims for benefits and costs over life�mes
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of pa�ents extending 30 years or more, can be challenged, apart from proposing alterna�ve imaginary constructs; to this extent
crea�ng imaginary client specific claims can support significant marke�ng ac�vi�es by manufacturers. ICER, of course, can never be
challenged.

ICER can con�nue to produce evidence reports from modeled imaginary world claims. There may even be a commi�ed ongoing
audience for  these constructs.  A�er all,  if  the technology assessment  (or pharmacoeconomic)  meme has been enthusias�cally
embraced  for 30 years,  there will  no doubt be a residual  audience of science fic�on fans.  The health technology sandbox has
provided  a  milieu  that  has widespread  support.  All  ICER has to do to support  its  con�nued use  of  the EQ-5D-3L to construct
imaginary  cost-per-QALY claims is  to  defend their  posi�on on the grounds that  ‘everyone else  does  it’  and ‘it  is  a  recognized
standard’; irrespec�ve presumably of its well-known and documented flaws. This, as noted, in previous commentaries reflects the
widespread and uncri�cal acceptance of the health technology approximate modeled informa�on meme. 

Fundamental Measurement

Fundamental: forming a necessary base or core; of central importance (Oxford Dic�onaries)

It’s a puzzle why ICER persists in the quaint no�on that the EQ-5D=3L has interval proper�es; one answer is, of course, that if ICER
acknowledged that it is an ordinal manifest  scale the concept of an EQ-5D-3L QALY collapses.  As ICER appears oblivious to the
required proper�es of fundamental measurement, even if they are assumed to apply without proof in the construc�on of the ICER
imaginary worlds, it is worth resta�ng them. The four types of measurement scale are summarized in Table 1.

Briefly,  there  are  four  measurement  scales  (pu�ng  to  one  side  conjoint  simultaneous  measurement  which  underpins  Rasch
measurement theory). These are nominal, ordinal, interval and ra�o. The argument presented here is that the EQ-5D-3L generates
ordinal manifest scores. It does not have interval proper�es (i.e., invariance of comparisons) and it certainly does not have ra�o
proper�es  as the EQ-5D-3L ‘score’ lacks a true zero. The result  is that to construct QALYs by assuming the EQ-5D-3L has ra�o
proper�es is a mathema�cal nonsense.  

It would not be unreasonable to make the point that neither ICER nor the contracted university based groups of model builders
appear have the first clue about the issues of fundamental measurement that may impact the ‘believability’ of their constructed
imaginary worlds. This is all too apparent in the sickle cell evidence report where they not only con�nue to embrace the construc�on
of ‘for approximate informa�on’ imaginary cost-per-QALY worlds, but steadfastly take the view that the EQ-5D-3L (or other generic
u�lity measures’) have both interval and ra�o proper�es. The absurdity of this approach has been established in this and previous
commentaries. Yet they persevere. 

ICER’s con�nued embrace of this ‘nonsensical’ imaginary gold standard is readily appreciated. As long as ICER can con�nue to extol
its ‘virtues’ to a recep�ve audience of believers, the ICER business model, ques�onable though it may be, stands firm.  A bulwark
against more prosaic interests in real world evidence; suppor�ng the primacy of imaginary world evidence in formulary decisions
from symptoms and ordinal response levels.

TABLE 1

A GUIDE TO MEASUREMENT SCALES
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The measurement scales used in sta�s�cal analysis are nominal, ordinal, interval and ra�o.

Each scale of measurement meets one or more of the following proper�es: 

· Iden�ty: Each value of a scale has a unique meaning (i.e., a descrip�ve category) but 

                 with no inherent numerical value in respect of magnitude, e.g., gender, race

· Magnitude: values on the measurement scale have an ordered rela�onship to each other (i.e., larger or smaller)  but we don’t know the 

distance between them; it has the proper�es of iden�ty and magnitude

· Interval: scale units are equal to each other in an ordered rela�onship where the distances are known (i.e., by how much larger or smaller; 

but not how far from zero it is); it has the proper�es of iden�ty, magnitude and equal intervals. 

· Ra�o Scale: the scale has a ‘true zero’ or a minimum value of zero (e.g., on a weight scale there can be no weight less than zero).  A ra�o 

scale has all four proper�es of iden�ty, magnitude, interval and ra�o.

Implica�ons for sta�s�cal analysis:

· Scales with iden�ty and magnitude proper�es can support median and modal claims but no other opera�ons

· Scales with iden�ty, magnitude and interval proper�es can only support the opera�ons 

of addi�on and subtrac�on from any point on a real integer line (i.e., change the point rela�ve to where it was before)

· Scales with all four proper�es (a true zero) can support the further opera�ons of mul�plica�on and division (i.e., they can change the

point on the integer line rela�ve to zero)

Unidimensionality and Latent Constructs

Unidimensionality: one dimension represented by a single number line

Measurement scales should have the property of unidimensionality. The focus should be on one a�ribute at a �me.   We must avoid
confusing a number of a�ributes into a single score. Mu�a�ribute scales reduce confidence in predic�ons and the score is a less
useful summary. In Rasch modeling, es�mates of item difficulty and person ability are meaningful if every ques�on contributes to the
measurement of a single underlying a�ribute. Our analy�cal procedures if we are to meet the property of unidimensionality must
incorporate indicators of the extent to which the persons and items fit our concept of an ideal unidimensional line. Items should
contribute in a meaningful way to the construct/concept being inves�gated.

Apart from the lack of a single a�ribute (e.g., needs-based quality of life u�lizing Rasch modeling) ICER does not appear to recognize 
that the responses to the five symptom levels will vary by disease state (e.g., no problem response for mobility vs. major problem in 
another disease state). If the EQ-5D-3L is used to create imaginary QALYs in that disease state then ICER has to demonstrate that the 
ra�o property holds for that applica�on. This has been ignored in all ICER value assessment models. Unfortunately, the EQ-5D-3L, 
applying the tariff for symptoms that are characterized ordinally as having extreme problems, can easily be shown to have a nega�ve 
‘u�lity’ Or a state worse than death (death scores a zero). The problem for ICER and others using the EQ-5D-3L is that it was not 
developed to meet the standards for fundamental measurement, in this case for construc�ng QALYs, a true zero for a ra�o scale; let 
alone a ra�o scale with both a true zero and an upper limit of unity (QALYs require �me to be mul�plied within a range of 0 to 1). It is 
not clear, if death is zero, but we measure states worse than death, how we would interpret a QALY if the EQ-5D-3L is nega�ve (the 
lowest possible EQ-5D-3L tariff is -0.59)?  Can we have nega�ve QALYs when we calculate aggregate QALYs over a hypothe�cal 
life�me? If there are only a handful of respondents who would score a nega�ve EQ-5D-3L then we could assume that rather than 
experiencing a health state worse than death we could ‘adjust’ their score so that they can be assumed to be ‘at deaths door’ (but not
dead as they are responding to the ques�onnaire); perhaps a u�lity of 0.000001? But this is just fudging a scale.

In the case of the EQ-5D-3L the no�on of unidimensionality is absent. While it is claimed to capture health related quality of life
(HRQoL), there is no single a�ribute or latent construct. It comprises 5 symptoms (mobility, self-care, usual ac�vity, pain/discomfort,
anxiety depression) with three ordinal response levels (no problem, some problems and major problems); crea�ng a Mu�a�ribute
scale with ordinal proper�es. Each of the symptoms is an a�ribute that could be the founda�on for its own unidimensional scale. But
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we just lump them together and a�ach community preference weights to the ordinal responses and assume the result is a ra�o scale
with a true zero even though we can have nega�ve scores. While ICER maintains the EQ-5D-3L has interval proper�es they need to
assume ra�o proper�es to create QALYs (mul�plying imaginary �me spent in the modeled disease by the assumed ra�o u�lity score).

The situa�on becomes even more bizarre when we move from the EQ-5D-3L to the EQ-5D-5L (introduced in 2009) where there are 5
response levels. Individuals in the same health state will have assigned preference scores to generate a score for five response levels
quite different from 3 response levels (including states worse than death). If the ICER sickle cell model applied 5L weights then the
count of QALYs (including presumably nega�ve ones) would be different. 

Even if ICER were willing to recognize the absence of fundamental measurement proper�es in the EQ-5D (and other generic u�lity
instruments),  this  does  not  mean  that  this  would  give  succor  to  the  belief  in  fabricated  imaginary  evidence.  The  ICER  value
assessment framework would s�ll fail the demarca�on test as pseudoscience (i.e., bunk). It is also difficult to see how ICER might
underwrite  a  ‘u�lity’  instrument  that  met  the  standards  required.  A�er  all,  instruments  developed  by  applica�on  of  Rasch
Measurement Theory (RMT) focus on the response to interven�ons on a constructed interval scale rather than a�emp�ng to go the
further step of crea�ng instruments which have ra�o proper�es (i.e., a true zero). The EQ-5D-3L horse has well and truly bolted.

Obscuran�sm

Obscuran�sm:  the  prac�ce  of  deliberately  preven�ng  the  facts  or  full  details  of  something  from  becoming  known:  (Oxford
Dic�onaries)

ICER was asked to respond to a series of ques�ons to probe their understanding of the standards of normal science and the role of
fundamental measurement, with specific reference to the EQ-5D, in the construc�on of their imaginary reference case world for
sickle cell disease. The ques�ons with the ICER response are detailed in Table 2. Due to the limited nature of ICER responses, which
in a significant number of instances evaded the ques�on, Table 3 presents a response to set alongside the ICER response

TABLE 2

REVIEWING ICER RESPONSES IN SICKLE CELL DISEASE

Ques�on ICER Response Comment
There  are  a  large  number  of  poten�ally
compe�ng  models  for  the  applica�on  of  a
reference  case  framework.  Why  did  ICER
choose  this  par�cular  model  framework
(Sec�on  5.1)?  Outcomes  (1)  ICER  points  out
(Sec�on 5.1) that SCD ‘has a large impact on
pa�ent’s psychosocial wellbeing’.  If this is the
case,  why did  ICER chose to model  with  the
EQ5D-3L  system  which  only  captures  five
symptoms with 3 response levels? Outcomes
(2)Why did  ICER u�lize  the EQ-5D-3L  system
when  there  are  others  to  choose  from,
including  the  EQ-5D-5L  (introduced  in  2009)
which  is  considered  to  be  more  sensi�ve  in
capturing responses? Outcomes (3) Given the
number  of  alterna�ve  generic  u�lity
instruments why did not ICER cau�on readers
that choice of an alterna�ve system (e.g., EQ-
5D-5L) could lead to different QALY measures?

The  ra�onale  for  the  model's  structure  and
assump�ons  are  provided  in  the  report  text
describing  the  model.  The  EQ-5D  is  a  widely
used  generic  QoL/u�lity  measure,  and  the
values  used  in  the  model  were  subjected  to
sensi�vity  analyses.  We did  not  find  suitable
EQ-5D-5L value sets to use for this popula�on.
We have noted in the limita�ons sec�on of the
report that different instruments could lead to
different QALY es�mates.

ICER  fails  to  support  the  choice of  model  as
one  of  many  that  leads  to  many  op�ons,
including the need for a life�me construct of
an imaginary world.

The fact that the EQ-5D is  widely used is no
reason  for  ICER’s  acceptance  of  a  generic
instrument  that  lacks  fundamental
measurement proper�es. Although ICER takes
the view that it has interval  scale proper�es,
this  is  incorrect.  It  is  an  ordinal  instrument
with  ordinal  scales.  The  applica�on  of
sensi�vity  analysis  is  irrelevant.  If  we accept
construc�ng  imaginary  worlds  then  ICER
admits that different models will yield different
recommenda�ons.  There  is  no  reason  to
accept  the  ICER  imaginary  worlds  over  a
mul�tude  of  others.  This  is  the  downside  of
believing  decision  makers  will  accept
imaginary  world  recommenda�ons.  How  are
decision  makers  to  ‘prefer’  one  imaginary
world;  one  ‘Harry  Po�er’  crea�on  over
another?

In early 2019 ISPOR published a good prac�ce
for  outcomes  research  task  force  report

ICER conducts extensive literature searches for
its  reviews  of  clinical  effec�veness  and  cost-

This  is  sleight  of  hand.  If  ICER  is  to  have
credibility  then  it  should  follow  accepted
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(Brazier et al, Value Health 2019;22:367-75) for
the  iden�fica�on,  review  and  use  of  health
state  u�li�es  for  cost-effec�veness  models.
ICER  appears  to  have  ignored  this  prac�ce
recommenda�on.  Why?  Where  is  ICER’s
systema�c  review  (pg.  70)?  There  is  no
reference to the Brazier paper.

effec�veness  model  inputs,  including  u�lity
values.

research  prac�ces  as  detailed  in  the  Brazier
paper. ICER’s response obscures a key point: if
you  believe  in  the  roll  of  u�li�es  then  you
should not rely upon one or two studies. This is
what  ICER  does  and  the  ISPOR  standards
explicitly reject this as an insufficient evidence
base. ICER s�ll fails to present its review of the
literature. This is shoddy research prac�ce. 

In  respect  of  5  (above)  would  ICER  consider
withdrawing  its  evidence  report  un�l  a
systema�c  review  is  presented  to  jus�fy  it
choice of the EQ-5D-3L? If not, why not?

A�er review of the published u�lity values for
this popula�on, we selected what we believe to
be the inputs best fit for the model

Again, no review. Nor is there any jus�fica�on
for  this  selec�on.  There  is  no  evidence  that
such  a  review  was  actually  undertaken.
Perhaps these were the only u�li�es available
so ICER latched on to them (port in a storm).
This  approach  is  rejected  in  the  ISPOR
proposed systema�c review. More than one or
two  studies  are  required  to  establish  this
assump�on. ICER gives no reason or criteria for
this selec�on of manifest scores.

Given ICER’s choice of u�li�es for construc�ng
QALYs,  could  ICER demonstrate  from one or
more empirical assessments that the EQ-5D3L
has  interval  fundamental  measurement
proper�es  for  the  target  SCD  hypothe�cal
popula�on in its reference case modeling?

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5D's
proper�es above.

This is a complete evasion of the ques�on. In
commen�ng on the  measurement  proper�es
of  the  EQ-5D,  ICER  makes  an  unwarranted
assump�on  that  those  in  health  technology
assessment,  who  build  imaginary  cost-u�lity
imaginary  worlds,  think  that  the  EQ-5D  has
interval measurement proper�es. This is quite
false. We have known for 30 years that the EQ-
5D  is  only  capable  of  ordinal  measures  (i.e.
where difference in scores are known (higher
vs. lower) but the differences are not.  Even if
we assumed that the u�lity scores had interval
proper�es was ‘true’ that would be insufficient
as the crea�on of QALYS requires the score to
have ra�o proper�es (a true zero), which they
do  not  as  QALYS under  the  EQ-5D can  have
nega�ve values.

In respect of 7 (above), if there is no evidence 
would it be reasonable to assume that ICER 
has simply assumed that the EQ-5D-3L for the 
hypothe�cal SCD has interval measurement 
proper�es? 1. Outcomes (8) If the EQ-5D-3L 
for the target SCD popula�on has only ordinal 
measurement proper�es, how would ICER 
jus�fy construc�ng QALYs? 

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5D's 
proper�es above.

Again  ICER  misses  the  point  (whether
deliberate or by happenstance). If ICER wishes
to  u�lize  the  EQ-5D  for  u�lity  scores  in  an
imaginary  cost-per-QALY  imaginary  sickle  cell
world, then the EQ-5D u�li�es must have ra�o
measurement  proper�es  for the hypothe�cal
sickle  cell  popula�on.  Otherwise,  we  have  a
nonsense QALY construct. ICER has evaded the
ques�on.  ICER  in  its  evidence  report  cannot
jus�fy  this  applica�on.  ICER  presents  no
evidence to support  the proposi�on that  the
EQ-5D has other than ordinal proper�es.

In Table 5.16 presents u�lity es�mates ‘by 
assump�on’. How does ICER jus�fy this? Are 
they assumed to have interval measurement 
Where SCD-specific u�lity data were not 
available, assump�ons were made that 
favored ©Ins�tute for Clinical and Economic 
Review, 2020 proper�es? 1. Outcomes (10) In 
the report on oral semaglu�de ICER introduced
two separate u�lity systems (EQ-5D-3L and 
HUI Mk2) into its model? How can ICER jus�fy 
this when the systems are quite different? 

Where SCD-specific u�lity data were not 
available, assump�ons were made that 
favored the treatments. In all cases, u�lity 
values are subjected to sensi�vity analyses 
over plausible ranges.

This  is  both  evasive  and  nonsensical.  ICER
confirms, again,  that its  reference case value
assessment frameworks are nothing more than
a  series  of  assump�on  regarding  imaginary
model  structure  and  imaginary  assump�ons.
The issue is one of believing that assump�ons
held  in  the  past  will  hold  in  the  future  (a
nonsensical logical posi�vist posi�on – Hume’s
induc�on  problem).  Apparently,  for  ICER  to
create its recommenda�ons, any assump�ons
(or  outright  guesses)  on  u�li�es  are
acceptable.  The fact  that  they are subject  to
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sensi�vity analyses is garbage. They are quite
different  generic  ordinal  systems.  It  seems
absurd  to  undertake  sensi�vity  analyses  on
u�lity ‘guesses’. Why not other ‘guesses’?

1. Imaginary Worlds Is the reference case 
imaginary life�me model intended to generate
credible, evaluable and replicable claims for 
cost-effec�veness? If not, why not? 2. How 
much credibility should be a�ached to the 
ICER model when it is only one of many that 
could create imaginary claims in SCD for the 
products assessed? What sets the ICER model 
apart from others?

Descrip�ve and predic�ve models are a 
mainstay of economic analyses, as well as 
most other scien�fic disciplines. We use 
transparent models that follow standard 
prac�ces and are subjected to mul�ple 
scenario and sensi�vity analyses.

Again,  ICER evades  the  ques�on.  ICER is  not
interested in hypothesis tes�ng and discovery;
the no�on of claims being credible, evaluable
and  replicable  is  quite  foreign.  Hence  the
conclusion  that  ICERs  modeling  is
pseudoscience;  sharing  the  stage  with
intelligent design. The asser�on for descrip�ve
and predic�ve models is a nonsense unless the
model  (which  ICER’s  is  designed  not  to
emulate)  produces  credible  and  evaluable
claims. 

The  difference  with  normal  science  and  in
posi�ve economics is  that  imaginary,  fantasy
constructs with no credible claims are put to
one side.  The models  may be transparent  in
their assump�ons, but that is irrelevant if they
have no credible claims. THE ICER models,  as
well as those published over the last 30 years
in health technology assessment, fail to reach
the standards of normal science. At best they
are  marke�ng  exercises,  as  with  ICER,  to
support a decision that might appeal to health
care  decision  makers.  ICER  needs  imaginary
and unchallengeable models to pursue its price
reduc�on agenda.

1. ISPOR: Approximate Informa�on In the 2018
ISPOR task force report on health Economics 
(Neumann et al, Value Health 2018;21:119-25) 
it is determined that economic ICER's value 
framework recognizes that decisions need to 
be made using evidence available at the �me, 
no ma�er how approximate or uncertain. Our 
reports discuss in detail the variance and 
uncertainty around the available evidence for 
the clinical effec�veness of treatments. Our 
economic analyses explore uncertainty via 
scenario and sensi�vity analyses, including 
probabilis�c sensi�vity analyses over plausible 
ranges of values. evalua�ons are intended, not
to test hypotheses, but to inform decision 
makers of the approximate value of 
interven�ons in terms of incremental cost-per-
QALYs gained. Does ICER subscribe to this 
view? 2. ICER: Approximate Informa�on In 
respect of 14 (above) how would ICER define 
‘approximate value’? 1. ICER Approximate 
Informa�on How would ICER differen�ate 
‘approximate informa�on’ from ’approximate 
disinforma�on’? 2. ICER Approximate 
Informa�on Where different u�li�es and 
model structures are presented in SCD life�me
modeled claims, how would ICER propose that 
their modeled ‘approximate informa�on’ is 
more ‘approximate’ than other modeled 

ICER's value framework recognizes that 
decisions need to be made using evidence 
available at the �me, no ma�er how 
approximate or uncertain. Our reports discuss 
in detail the variance and uncertainty around 
the available evidence for the clinical 
effec�veness of treatments. Our economic 
analyses explore uncertainty via scenario and 
sensi�vity analyses, including probabilis�c 
sensi�vity analyses over plausible ranges of 
values.

It is difficult to see what the term ‘approximate
informa�on’  as  opposed  to  ‘approximate
disinforma�on’  actually  means.  In  health
technology assessment the ISPOR (and ICER )
model is to retreat from the normal science of
hypothesis res�ng and discovery, into a fuzzy
landscape of approximate (i.e. fuzzy imaginary)
informa�on;  although  fuzzy  approximate
informa�on makes  no sense.   If  we consider
the  La�n  term  “proximus  no��a”  then  we
could  consider  a  report  that  “the  barbarians
were possibly  north or south of  the Alps”  as
Approximate  informa�on.  A  transmission  of
approximate  informa�on that  ICER  would no
doubt  embrace  an  exemplar  of  its
unchallengeable imaginary world. 

A more adult  approach would be for ICER to
put approximate (dis)informa�on on modeled
imaginary assump�ons (limited evidence base)
to one side and consider a research program
to  discover  new  facts;  rejec�ng  intelligent
design for natural selec�on.  If we make fuzzy
(non-evaluable) projec�ons it is difficult to see
how  sensi�vity  analyses  do  anything  more
than increase ‘fuzziness’ and confuse decision
makers.
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claims for ‘approximate informa�on’?

Life�me Model: The ICER SCD model takes a 
life�me perspec�ve? How, therefore, are we 
to interpret the ‘assump�ons’ driving this 
life�me construct? Are they a ‘realis�c guess’ 
or what?

The report clearly states the assump�ons used 
for the life�me horizon model, along with the 
ra�onale

Again ICER evades the ques�on. All we can say
is  that  ICER  has  a  vision  of  the  future,
stretching  up  to  30  plus  years,  possibly
including the results of major horse races, that
through  their  crystal  ball  assures  us  of  the
realism  and  reasonableness  of  the
assump�ons  and guesses  that drive  the ICER
vision  of  the  future.  ICER  judges  which
assump�ons  are  relevant  to  the  imaginary
claims (supported by model groups at various
universi�es  in  the  US  and  Canada).  The
concern must be that, in their construc�on of
ICER modeled worlds, their  misunderstanding
of measurement standards and the limita�ons
of  the  EQ-5D  makes  their  contribu�on
problema�c.

Model Assump�ons: ICER’s models look to a 
future imaginary world for SCD interven�on 
that extend decades into the future for a 
hypothe�cal SCD popula�on. This analysis 
relies on assump�ons that have held in the 
past (from the literature), and are presumably 
assumed to hold into the future. Given Hume’s
induc�on problem, how does ICER jus�fy a 
model built on assump�ons?

As pointed out above, descrip�ve and 
predic�ve models are used throughout modern
scien�fic analysis

Again  evading  (or  not  understanding)  the
ques�on,  ICER is  obviously somewhat limited
(if  not  completely  foreign)  in  their
understanding  of  the  debates  in  the
philosophy of science. Hume is quite clear, he
is long departed by the way, building a model
on assump�ons drawn from past observa�ons
is  nonsense.  Yet  ICER  persists  (or  is  quite
ignorant  of  the  ques�on).  This  issue  was
resolved some 80 years ago by Popper in his
emphasis  on  discovery;  conjecture  and
refuta�on.  The  poverty  of  the  ICER  value
assessment framework is all too evident.

Rasch Measurement It has been recognized 
since the 1960s (and in in health technology 
assessment since the 1990s) that if we are to 
capture the pa�ent voice in therapy 
assessments, we require a needs based QoL 
instrument to capture therapy impacts with 
interval measurement proper�es. Why has 
ICER con�nued to apply generic measures of 
HRQoL defended by what many see as a bogus 
popula�on perspec�ve argument? Could ICER 
provide their case for non-pa�ent centric 
HRQoL measures?

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5D's 
proper�es above [This has now become a 
standard response to working around the 
ques�on].

Again evading the ques�on. ICER has no clue
about Rasch Measurement Theory (RMT). This
is  understandable;  one  doesn’t  want  to  be
faced  with  a  proposal  for  disease  specific
quality of life measures that destroy the ICER
generic  u�lity  measurement  business  model.
The fact that RMT has been used for 60 years
and in health technology assessment over the
last  20  years  is  of  no  interest  (or  ICER  is
oblivious to this development).

Evading  the ques�on:  ICER is  wedded to  the
EQ-5D, irrespec�ve of its lack of fundamental
measurement proper�es and its assumed role
in crea�ng mathema�cally nonsensical QALYs.
This  is  ICERs  weak  point  –  apart  from  the
overriding  need,  or  compulsion,  to  build
imaginary worlds.

Hypothe�cal Popula�on What is the case for 
modeling to create non-evaluable claims based
on a hypothe�cal SCD popula�on? Why was 
this par�cular popula�on selected for crea�ng 
the ICER imaginary life�me SCD world? Does 
the EQ-5D have unidimensional interval scale 
proper�es for the target SCD popula�on?

The ra�onale for the popula�on used in the 
model is described in the report. Please also 
see the comments regarding modeling and the 
EQ5D's proper�es above.

Again,  the  ques�on  is  evaded.  There  are
presumably  other  models  and  hypothe�cal
popula�ons  which  will  come  to  different
imaginary  conclusions.  The  ques�on  of  the
unidimensionality of the EQ-5D is unanswered:
the  reason  the  EQ-5D  does  not  have
unidimensional  proper�es  is  because  it  was
not  developed  to  capture  a  single  latent
construct.  It is  just  a mishmash of  symptoms
and  ordinal  responses;  each  of  which  might
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support a latent construct. It is not clear if ICER
even  understands  the  no�on  of
unidimensionality.

Mul�plica�ve Assump�on In respect of 9 
(above), if ICER cannot demonstrate that the 
EQ-5D-3L has interval proper�es, rather than 
ordinal, how does ICER jus�fy the statement 
that HRQoL is mul�plica�ve (Table 5.4)?

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5D's 
proper�es above [Note ICER never gives details
on the EQ-5D proper�es in terms of 
measurement scales].

Whether  this  is  evading the ques�on  or  just
ignorance of measurement scales, the reader
must  judge.  The point  is  that  if  you  wish  to
apply  a  u�lity  score to  construct  u�li�es  for
�me spent in a disease stare, then you require
a u�lity  measure that has ra�o (not interval)
proper�es.  This  has  been  recognized  for  the
past 300 years.

So  far,  ICER  has  defended  its  imaginary
constructs  in  terms  of  an  assumed  ‘interval’
measurement  property.  This  is  fine  for
addi�on  and  subtrac�on  from  a  ‘score’  but
cannot  be  assumed.  As  ICER  refuses  to
demonstrate  for  the  target  sickle  cell
popula�on  that  the  EQ-5D  has  interval,  let
alone ra�o, proper�es (an impossible task for a
single  latent  construct  unless  microdata  are
available)  modeled  claims  must  be  rejected.
Unless ICER can demonstrate that the EQ-5D,
in  any  version,  has  ra�o proper�es  then the
ICER sickle  cell  model  collapses.  Welcome to
the real world of normal science.

1. Assump�ons.  Why should we’ believe’ 
ICER’s assump�ons as opposed to the 
assump�ons underpinning compe�tor 
models? 2. Assump�ons Why should 
treatment effects from clinical trials be 
transferable to a reference case imaginary 
world

The assump�ons used in our models are clearly
stated, along with the ra�onale for each, and 
are tested in scenario and sensi�vity analyses. 
Please also see the comment regarding 
analy�c modeling above.

Again, ICER evades the ques�ons. There are a
mul�verse of compe�ng models; each would,
given  their  assump�ons,  generate  altera�ve
cost  per  imaginary  incremental  QALYs  and
equally  imaginary  recommenda�ons for price
discoun�ng and access.

If  we  consider  effec�veness  as  opposed  to
efficacy, external  validity,  the absence at this
early  stage  in  product  launch  would  argue
against  efficacy  modeled  claims.  Why  not
wait?  Instead  of  imaginary  and  easily
demolished imaginary, sub-contracted models
to university groups, subs�tuted for real world
evidence.  Surely  we  can  move  from  ICER’s
imaginary evidence to real world evidence. Or
why  do  we  have  to  rush  to  judgement  on
flimsy  evidence  and  unsupportable
assump�ons? 

1. Interval Scoring In respect of the u�lity 
es�mates in Table 5.16. Can ICER show that 
each of these has interval scoring proper�es 
(including the NICE report)? This applies also to
the ‘calculated’ u�li�es. 

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5Ds 
proper�es above.

Again, ICER evades the ques�on. ICER nowhere
demonstrates  that  the  EQ-5D  or  other
instrument  has  interval  scoring  proper�es  or
that  they  have  ra�o  proper�es.  Explain
nega�ve  EQ-5D  scores?  Is  a  tariff  difference
between  0.4  and  0.5  equal  to  the  tariff
difference between 0.6 and 0.7? This has to be
demonstrated  for  the  sickle  cell  popula�on.
How can the EQ-5D have ra�o proper�es (by
assump�on) when the EQ-5D tariff can create
nega�ve u�li�es. There is no true zero. 

1. Valida�on Why has ICER ignored empirical 
valida�on (pg. 75) of claims? 2. Valida�on In 
respect of 14 (above). Why has ICER 

The report includes comparisons sugges�ng 
that predicted prevalence in the model is very 
similar to that of the Medicare popula�on in 

This is evasion on a grand scale. The reason is
that  the  modeled  claims  fail  the  test  of
credibility.  They  cannot  be  evaluated
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sidestepped the ques�on of empirical 
valida�on of the cost-effec�veness claims 
made in their reference case model? 3. 
Valida�on Are any of ICERs claims in SCD 
capable of empirical assessment?

terms of chronic disease prevalence. empirically  or  replicated.  Comparisons  with
selected observa�ons are not evalua�on. We
require formal hypotheses with instruc�ons on
how these are  to be tested empirically.  ICER
sidesteps the ques�on of empirical assessment
because the model was designed to do exactly
the  opposite;  to  fudge  the  ques�on,  to  ask
people  to  believe  in  imaginary/fantasy
constructs None of ICER SCD claims merit the
a�en�on of anyone who subscribes to normal
science.  There  may,  perhaps,  be  a  recep�ve
audience  in  the  one  of  many  science  fic�on
conven�ons in the US. ICER may even consider
an imaginary outcomes booth.

1. Base Case Results Would ICER agree that if it
cannot be demonstrated that the u�li�es for 
the hypothe�cal SCD popula�on fail to 
demonstrate interval proper�es then the QALY
base case results for the SCD products (Table 
5.22) are meaningless? [i.e., life�me QALYs are
a mathema�cally meaningless fabrica�on]

Please see the comment regarding the EQ-5D's 
proper�es above.

Again,  the  standard  evasion  terminology.
Obviously  ICER  would  not  agree  (the  reason
for me asking the ques�on in the first place) to
pu�ng aside an imaginary  construct  and the
opportunity  to  strut  the  stage  of  WAC  price
discounts.  As  ICER  cannot  demonstrate
interval proper�es or, in the absence of a true
EQ-5D  zero,  a  basis  for  crea�ng  imaginary
QALYs,  the  answer  is  that  the  model  is
meaningless. 

1. Thresholds Would ICER agree that if it 
cannot demonstrate the integrity of life�me 
cost-per-QALY claims (mee�ng fundamental 
measurement standards) then 
recommenda�ons for pricing and affordability 
based on such claims are ques�onable?

Cost-effec�veness analysis using QALYs are 
considered the gold standard in the field of 
health economics. Again, please see the 
comment regarding the EQ-5D's proper�es 
above.

Again,  evading  by  hiding  behind  “….  Yet
everyone  else  does  it”.  If  imita�on  is  the
sincerest  form  of  fla�ery  then  ICER  has
embraced not a gold standard but fools’ gold.
Presumably,  again  to  make  a  point,  ICER  is
rejec�ng  any  thought  of  modeling  and
hypothesis tes�ng that meets the standards of
normal  science.  The  ISPOR  meme  is  an
analy�cal dead end. Claims are not tested by
assump�ons.  As  a  professional  economist,  I
can assure ICER that my colleagues and I would
reject  out  of  hand  the  construc�on  of
imaginary worlds (think: posi�ve economics)

Media Releases: Many companies have 
concerns that the media release ICER’s 
recommenda�ons for price discoun�ng and 
affordability without detailing the model and 
its assump�ons. Would ICER consider adding 
the following cau�on when its reports are 
released? ICER wishes to emphasize that any 
conclusions and recommenda�ons made in this
report are specific to the model structure and 
its assump�ons devised by ICER. Alterna�ve 
models could be developed with their own 
structure and assump�ons and come to 
possibly quite different conclusions and 
recommenda�ons

ICER's reports and other communica�ons 
always strive to include appropriate details of, 
and to point out any limita�on, of its 
assessments.

A very bureaucra�c and ingenuous response.
ICER may strive (presumably to persevere) but
the fact remains that the ICER press releases
(few  actually  read  the  report  or  have  an
understanding  of  the  limita�ons  of  the
imaginary  world)  give few details  that  would
lead health system representa�ves to ques�on
the recommenda�ons. It is worth no�ng that
in the public comments presented in addi�on
to this  one, no one recognizes  the imaginary
nature  of  the  ICER  model  and  its  failure  to
meet  the  standards  of  normal  science.
Hopefully this will change.

Health Related Quality of Life Construct ICER 
makes clear (to a certain extent) the difference
between health related quality of life (HRQoL) 
and the broader concept of quality of life 
(QoL). In adop�ng the EQ-5D-3L as the u�lity 
measures, could ICER make clear as to what is 
the latent construct (if any) or other 
construct(s) that ICER is unable to provide this 

As pointed out above, the EQ-5D has a broad 
history of use in health technology 
assessments, as well as an extensive literature 
on its measurement proper�es.

The  final  evasion  or,  to  be  more  charitable,
ICER  probably  did  not  understand  the
ques�on.  These  issues  are  central  to  any
coherent  and  intellectually  responsible
a�empt  to  develop  disease  specific
instruments  that  capture  non-physical  latent
constructs,  support  unidimensionality  and
meet  fundamental  measurement  standards.
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assurance, it should be made quite clear. The EQ-5D and ICER’s use of it in modeling fail
on all counts. There is no extensive literature
on  EQ-5D  measurement  proper�es  that  ask
the  ques�on:  does  it  meet  fundamental
measurement  standards?  The  literature,  by
those who are versed in measurement theory,
is uniformly nega�ve poin�ng to the failure to
meet interval and ra�o proper�es. 

ICER has presented a less than convincing case for the value assessment framework. Building the requisite value assessment model
puts to one side the scien�fic method, logic, measurement theory and even the level of credulity required to believe the ICER model
framework by health system decision makers. We are faced with a modeling charade; the only defense being that this seems to be
the standard in health technology assessment. If this is the case we face a bleak future: formulary pricing and access decisions driven
by fantasy models. If the ICER model approach is the ‘gold standard’ in health technology assessment, then we are dealing with
fools’ gold: 

Imaginary Worlds and Imaginary Pricing Recommenda�on

Imaginary: exis�ng only in the imagina�on (Oxford Dic�onaries)

As well  as releasing the response to public comments,  ICER also released its recommenda�ons for price discoun�ng in its final
evidence report 3. These, of course, should not be taken seriously as they are the result of an imaginary world driven by assump�ons
(including a failure to understand fundamental measurement). The cost-per-QALY claims are, as detailed in previous commentaries,
nonsense. The ICER recommended discounts from wholesale acquisi�on costs (WAC) are, as expected, substan�al: crizanlizumab
70% to 74% (Novar�s AG); voxelotor 79% to 83% (Global Blood Therapeu�cs, Inc); and L-glutamine 35% to 40% (Emmaus). As an
aside, given ICER’s focus on pricing and access, it has always been a puzzle as to why manufacturers support ICER financially when
their products, based upon an imaginary world, may experience recommenda�ons for substan�al price discounts.  This is even more
of a puzzle when the modelling construct lacks scien�fic merit;  the pseudoscience of imaginary approximate informa�on to sit
alongside intelligent design in the pantheon of scien�fic achievement. 

Conclusions

In previous commentaries ICER has been described as an unnecessary distrac�on. If we are to support the applica�on of normal
science in drug discovery and assessments of clinical benefit in treatment prac�ce, then we need to abandon imaginary approximate
evidence and look to real world evidence. At product launch, rather than construc�ng fantasy life�me models on a limited evidence
base, made flesh by the choice of assump�ons (and pure guesswork), we need to consider evidence pla�orms (e.g., registries) to
track response to therapy. If quality of life is considered an important a�ribute to evalua�ng the impact of a product, then we need
to  develop  instruments  with  demonstrable  measurement  proper�es  to  assess  response  to  therapy  (e.g.,  a  needs-fulfillment
construct). The focus must be on the disease state. Abandoning assump�ons that a scale can have any proper�es that we wish it to
have, will also lead to abandoning the no�on of QALYs and the life�me imaginary cost-per-QALY calculus. 
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